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The cuπ・ent English education policy in Japan emphasizes the importance of developing由e

students' communication skills. This has been demons甘atedin血eAction plan to cultivate 

'Japanese with English abilities’promulg剖edin 2003 by恥 Minis・町 ofEducation, Culture, 

Science, Sports and Technology (hereafter, Ministry of Education, for sho此）ぉ wellas in the 

overall objectives set forth in the revised national curriculums (i.e.，由ecourses of study) for 

teaching foreign languages in elementary schools, junior high schools, and senior high schools 

in出ecountry (Ministry of Education, 2008a, 2008b, 2009). 

In measuring to what extent textbooks have been designed to reflect this policy and whether 

the students' communication skills have been developed as intended, one of the key factors may 

be血econcept of “discourse，＇’ as most communication takes place at the level of discourse, 

rather than the wor phrase or sentence level (Matsuhata & Wada, 1995). In this respect, the 

revised national curriculums ( e.g.，出eMinistry of Education, 2008b) have newly begun to refer 

particularly to language activities at the discourse level (W ak銅 ri,2009). For this reason, it 

will be use白1to examine to what extent activity exercises contained in白eactual textbooks are 

really providing 白einput and output required at the level of discourse. 

2. Literature review 

There釘 eseveral studies which have taken up the issue of input and output in English 

textbooks (e.g., Guilloteaux, 2013; Littlejohn, 1998), and some of them have analyzed 

textbooks adopted and used in the Japanese school education context ( e.g., Ito, 1992; Ueda, 

Miyasaka, & Yam位紘i,1999). However, these studies focused mainly on the relationship 

between the input of textbooks and the output合omstuden臼， anddid not pay sufficient attention 

to what forms of output is being required in those activities, which is essential in understanding 

the nature of English textbooks adopted in Japan. Wi白血isissue in mind, W akaari (2005），鎚

P訂tof his investigation into the textbooks仕omthe viewpoint of the Communicative Language 

Teaching (CLT), examined the input provided and the output expected, by choosing three 
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widely-used junior high school English textbooks adopted in Japan. Based on the analysis 

framework developed by Littlejohn (1998), Wak鈍 ri(2005) classified the input into seven 

groups, namely (I) graphic, (2) Oral words/phrases, (3) Oral extended discourse, (4) Written 

words/phrases, (5) Writ旬nextended discourse, (6) Sounds/music, and (7) Written Japanese. 

Similarly, the output expected of託udentsin the activities was categorized into seven groups, 

namely ( 1) Number, tick, circle, (2) Oral words午hrases,(3) Oral extended discourse, ( 4) 

Written words/phrases, (5) Written extended discourse, (6) Oral Japanese, (7) Written Japanese. 

百1eresults of the analysis of the input showed白紙 writ伽 input,especially written 

wor，也／pluョses,wぉ themost合equentlyused form, probably because it wぉ consideredeasier 

than oral input for坑uden白 紙thebasic level to unders旬nd白einstruction and therefore reduced 

the risk of misunderstanding. As regards the output, the results showed白紙 mostactivities in 

the textbooks required only oral output from students, especially in由eform of oral 

words/phrases, which is interpreted to reflect the textbooks’emphasis on oral communication, 

following Japan’s educational policy for foreign languages. On the other hand，世1erewere only 

a limited number of activities requinng written extended discourses, which fact may indicate 

白紙theprinciples of CLT in白isarea have not yet been fully adopted by textbooks in general. 

While W akaari (2005) examined the output expected of the students in the activities, it did 

not examine its counte中artin senior high school English textbooks. This sugge批 da need for 

further research on this issue. 

3. Methods 

3.1 Research questions 

Wi由theabove-mentioned need in mind, the research questions釘eset as follows: 

( 1) What forms of input are provided to senior high school蜘 de附 in伽 activityitems 

contained in the selection of senior high school textbooks? 

(2) What forms of output are expected of the studen包 inthe activity items contained in those 

textbooks? 

The旬m “activityitem”h these questions is de伽 edas an item which is contained in one 

activity. For ex組 1ple,the following reading-comprehension activity hぉ twoitems. 

Q 1. What size bathing suit does Daisuke want? 

Q2. How much is the bathing suit? 

(Sunshine English Course 2, 2002:84・85)
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3.2 Textbooks to be evaluated 

In order to answer the research questions, textbooks for “English r’were chosen for analysis, 
as this course wぉ takenby the largest number of students among the English-related courses. 

“English r’W邸 alsoone of the base courses for senior high school蜘 den包 learningEnglish. 

Since there were as many as曲irty-fivetextbooks for“English r’and also because of the 
limited time available，社W錨 necessaryto nan・・owdown血escope of the present research. As a 

resul丸山followingfour textbooks were selected: Crown English Series I (M仰 Edi，仰の（2006,

Sanseido ); Prominence English I (2006, Tokyo Shoseki); Pro-Vision English Course I (New 

Edition) (2006, K.irihara Shoおn);and Voyager Engl.幼 CourseI (New Edition) (2006, Daiichi 

Gakushusha）.百1esetextbooks were selected because their publishers kept the largest share in 

白enumber of adoptions for “English r’(Watanabe, 2005) and also because it obviously 

旬rgeted針uden臼withadvanced English skills. 百1esecommon features have made it possible 

to conduct a comparative analysis among白efour textbooks selec旬d.

J.J Criteria for evaL雌'Ilion

In由is蜘 dy，由efollowing two criteria are adopted to examine activities used in白etextbooks: 

input to learners and expected output from l飽mers. 百1efirst cri飽rionis concerned wi由 what

fonns of input are provided to l関 mersin白eactivity items of伽 textbooksunder analysis. In 

this study, the input is classified into由efollowing 11 forms, based on Guillo旬aux(2013) and 

Li枇lejohn(1998): (1) Words or phrases spoken in English; (2) Sentences spoken in English; (3) 

Ex旬ndeddiscourses spoken in English; (4) Words or phrases writ白nin English; ( 5) Sentences 

writ蜘 inEnglish; (6) Extended discourses written in English; (7) Spoken Japanese; (8) Written 

Japanese; (9) Relevant visual cues; ( 10) Essential visual cues; and ( 11) Descriptions of situ柑ons.

Of御 sefonns of input,悦 discourseis defined on the basis of Littlejohn ( 1998）鎚a飴xtofmore

白an50 words with a coherence con飽iningcer阻insupra-sentential fea加res( e.g., grammatical and 

lexical cohesion). 百1edifference between essential visual cues and relevant vis叫 cuesis白紙

essential visual cues are defined on the basis of Yamamoto ( 1992) such as those which are 

considered essential in completing the activities, while relevant visual cues do not have such 

necessity for activities (See Figure I and 2ぉ examples）.百1edescriptions of situations are 

defined俗 writ旬ninformation泊Japaneseor English which explains the situation for the activity. 

百1ecri旬rionof“Expected output from learners" is concerned wi曲 whatforms of outp凶 m

expected of the learners by the activities in the texめooks. In也iss卸dy，白eoutput is classified 

into由efollowing 9 types, based on Li剖ejohn( 1998): ( 1) Words or phrぉesspoken in English; 
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Fi伊re1 An example of白 sentialvisual cues, adopted合omProminence English I (2006, Tokyo Shoseki) 
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セヴァンさん1;;;1,1，とちの行ぬと笥認はどういう I 

m係にあるべ告だと君っているのでしょうか

At肱lu剛I,you I.each us to I陀huvc・
Ill ti山 world.You tcuch us: 

’wt to fig/rt with othc，，芯，
to 町speclotl.悶，＂＇

to c:l，泊，S11/1οur mess. 

1/0l ／οhwtother c問 αlures,

Iοshurc. 

Then why clo you go out und do 

the thin1,s; you tell us not to do? 

F取ire2 An example of relevant visual cues, adopted企omProminence English I (2006, Tokyo Shoseki) 

(2) Sentences spoken in English; (3) Extended discourses spoken in English; (4) Words or 

phrases written in English; (5) Sentences written in English; (6) Extended discourses written in 

English; (7) Spoken Japanese; (8) Written Japanese; (9) Others. As with the case of input, a 

discourse is defined as a text of more than 50 words with a coherence containing some 

supra-sentential features (Li凶吋ohn,1998). The last category“Others”includes non-verbal 

OU中utssuch as matching items and using gestures. 

For some of the activities, output合omlearners has to be inferred, since no clear instruction 

1s provided for it (e.g., Answer the following question), as shown below. (The 

double-underline shows that the instruction is given in Japanese, which applies to all the other 

double-underlines drawn in this paper.) 

C且旦国L笠盈vdid the following_包i姐lifilS__cll血但血1rview of the world.2 

Isaac Newton (1642・1727)

Charles Darwin ( 1809・1882)

Albert Einstein (1879-1955) 

(Crown English Series I, 2006: 163〕

4 Results and discussions 

The number of activity items contained in the four textbooks are shown in Table I. A 

total of 2,305 activity items were analyzed in this s加dy.
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Table 1 Number of activity items under analysis 

T叙 tbook A B 

Activity items 635 728 
D
一悩

旬
一

m
m
一幻

4.1 Input to learners 

Table 2 below shows what forms of input were given to learners h由eactivity items，鎚

well as their number and ratio m the total number of inputs. According to白e旬ble,all of the 

textbooks are adopting various forms of input to learners, such鎚 visualcues and ins甘uctionsin 

Japanese, both of which釘eused to a certain degree in all the textbooks selected (12.9% and 

17.0% respectively). Given白紙 theuse of visual cues is a ch釘acteristicfea旬reof 

Communicative Language Teaching ( e.g., Rich釘ds& Rodgers, 2001 ), these figures seem to 

suggest that all of the textbooks are exemplifying曲isaspect of CLT. 

However, a closer analysis of visual cues reveals that mo託 ofthese cues adopted in the 

textbooks訂enot essential for conducting the activities: the activity items with the essential 

visual cues訂eless白飢aquarter of those with relevant visual cues. This is particularly甘ueof

Textbook D, in which the percen旬.geof essential visual cues is less than one percent. As 

refe町・edto by Yamamoto (1992），也isI加iteduse of essential vi釦 alcues may indicate白紙伽se

textbooks do not use visual cues in so m伺 nin前da mannerぉ CLT・based句xtbooks.

More importantly, of the forms of input adopted in由eactivity i飴ms,written English is the 

most合equentlyused form of input, which is used about five times鎚合・equently鎚 spoken

Table 2 Forms of input in白eactivity items 

Textbook A B C D To飽l

N 635 728 396 546 2,305 

SE8 words/phr蹴 s(%) 33 ( 5.2%) 4( 0.5%) 0 ( 0.0%) 5 ( 0.9%) 42 ( 1.8%) 

SE sentences (%) 72 (11.3%) 102 (14.0%) 0 ( 0.0%) 35 ( 6.4%) 209 ( 9.1%) 

SE discourses (%) 49 ( 7.7%) 44( 6.0%) 31 ( 7.8%) 0 ( 0.0%) 124 ( 5.4%) 

WEbwords伊恰鎚es(%) 223 (35.1%) 218 (29.9%) 120 (30.3%) 221 (40.5%) 782 (33.9%) 

WE sentences(%) 283 (44.6%) 229 (31.5%) 245 (61.9%) 203 (37.2%) 960 (41.6%) 

WE discourses (%) 49 ( 7.7%) 42 ( 5.8%) 7 ( 1.8%) 94 (17.2%) 192 ( 8.3%) 

Written Japanese(%) 63 ( 9.9%) 178 (24.5%) 96 (24.2%) 55 (10.1%) 392 (17.0%) 

Relevant visual cu田（%） 61 ( 9.6%) 67 ( 9.2%) 58 (14.6%) 55 (10.1%) 241 (10.5%) 

Essential visual cu郎（%） 13 ( 2.0%) 30 ( 4.1%) 8 ( 2.0%) 4 ( 0.7%) 55 ( 2.4%) 

Note.百1esum of the percen旬.gepoin包 ineach textbook exceeds 100%，ぉ someactivity 

items provide learners wi由more由加oneform of input ( e.g., a written English sentence and 

a relevant visual cue）.η1ere are no inpu包 h也eforms of spoken Japanese nor sounds or 

music. 8'SE’stands for ‘Spoken English'. b’WE’S旬ndsfor 'Wri悦enEnglish’・
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English. This tendency is especially notable in Textbook C and Textbook D, in which written 

input is used more than ten times筋合equently鎚 spokeninput. This point di偽 rsgreatly from 

the results of the earlier research on textbooks used in junior high schools，鎚 thetextbooks 

analyzed加 thatstudy adopted spoken English for at least more白an20% (Wak~i, 2005). 

This may be due to the growing emphasis on spoken English at the level of junior high schools 

(e.g.，出eAction Plan, 2003; the Course of study for foreign languages初 lowersecondary 

schools, 1998). At any rate, these rather unbalanced figures between written and spoken 

English in senior high school textbooks indicate白紙 thetextbooks do not旬keinto account 

spoken English as muchぉ theyshould. 

In addition, of the written forms of input, inputs at the discourse level町eused much less 

企equentlythan those at由eword/phrase level or the sentence level, as seen in Textbook C, 

where only seven activity items are adopting written discourses ( as an example, see activity 

items below）.百1ismay be because the textbooks紅ebased on texts for reading, each of which 

consists of a number of p釘agraphsand曲eymight have run out of space for written discourse 

inputs for activities. Nevertheless宮asalready mentioned, given that most communication takes 

place at the level of discourse rather than白eword/phrase or sentence level (Matsuhata & Wada, 

1995), the imbalance seen in these figures may suggest出atthe textbooks do not really consider 

this aspect of communication so seriously. 

Read the followin2: D出 sa12:ewritten on endane:ered soecies and answer the ouestions below. 

Giant pandぉ livein the mountains in China where there訂ebamboo fores包. Giant 

pandぉ eatonly bamboo. There are only about 1,000 pand鎚 livingin the wild today. 

Some scientis包 say血.ey釘edying o凶 naturally. Other scientists believe giant pandas may 

soon become extinct because humans have been cutting down bamboo fore拘 andhunting 

them for their fur. We need to understand that our actions influence由el治 ofthe pand鎚．

① What is由ename of由eendangered species? 

② How many of them訂estill alive? 

③ Why訂ethey becoming extinct? 

④ What can we do to save them? 

(Pro-Vision English Course L’：006:77) 

4.2 Expected output from learners 

Table 3 below shows what forms of output were expected of learners in the activity items， 鎚

wen as their number and ratio in the total number of outputs. According to the table, most 

activity items in the textbooks require合'Omlearners written words/phrases or written sentences 
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Table 3 Forms of expected outJフut初theactivity items 

Textbook A B C D To飽l

N 635 728 396 546 2,305 

SE1 words/phrases(%) 19 ( 3.0%) 2 ( 0.3%) 9 ( 2.3%) 35 ( 6.4%) 65 ( 3.4%) 

SE sentences(%) 200 (31.5%) 89(12.2%) 22( 5.6%) 19 ( 3.5%) 330 (17.5%) 

SE discourses (%) 5 ( 0.8%) 3 ( 0.4%) 7 ( 1.8%) 25 ( 4.6%) 40 ( 2.1%) 

WEb words/p耐踏es(%) 193 (30.4%) 215 (29.5%) 119 (30.1%) 268 (49.1%) 795 (42.2%) 

WE sentences (%) 148 (23.3%) 157 (21.6%) 133 (33.6%) 114 (20.9%) 552 (29.3%) 

WE discourses (%) 7 ( 1.1%) 1 ( 0.1%) 2 ( 0.5%) 11 ( 2.0%) 21 ( 1.1%) 

Spoken Japanese(%) 0 ( 0.0%) 8 ( 1.1%) 11 ( 2.8%) 0 ( 0.0%) 19 ( 0.8%) 

Written Japanese(%) 1 ( 0.2%) 61 ( 8.4%) 0 ( 0.0%) 0 ( 0.0%) 62 ( 2.7%) 

Others(%) 216 (34.0%) 197 (27.1%) 96 (24.2%) 97 (17.8%) 606 (26.3%) 

Note. The sum of白epercen旬gepoin包 heach textbook exceeds 100%，邸 someactivity 

items require more由加oneform of output企omlearners. ( e.g., an oral senten閃 anda written 

sentence). a’SE’stands for‘Spoken English’y’WE’S旬ndsfor‘Written English’・

ぉ output. This tendency is especially notable in Textbook D, in which the ratios of written 

words/phrases and written sentences exceed 70%，ぉ seenh血eactivity item below. 百tis

result is in con甘路tto曲atof the analysis of textbooks adop・旬din junior high schools，錨 most

activity items in the lat句rtextbooks require spoken output企・omlearners (W，紘鋪ri,2005). 

This difference between the two groups of textbooks (i.e., junior and senior high school 

textbooks) may be at甘ibutedto the levels of learners, since junior high school students, 

especially those in the first year.，釘estill at the beginning s旬.ge泊theirlearning of English and, 

besides, the skill of writing is generally considered錨 themost difficult to acqu台湾創nongthe 

fo町 languageskills側ch訂ds,1990). Never血eless,considering more emphasis on oral 

communication h也eJapan’s educational policy, these unbalanced figures need to be improved. 

Fill in the blanks wi曲annronriatewords. 

1. The new boy got along well ( ) the others in the class. 

2. He didn’t think much ( ) my idea. 

3. I'll share this cake ( ) you. 

4.Areyou白miliar( ）白iskind of machine? 

5. We have at last found the key （）由edoor. 

(Voy1αger English Course I, 2006:21) 

The results企om也epresent study also show白紙 allthe textbooks selected introduce a 

limited amount of written discourse activity exercises. Given白紙 mostof白eactivity items 

classified into “Others”ask the students to choose企ommultiple answers, these results may 

have something to do wi白白etype of questions on entrance examinations to colleges and 
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universities. They mostly employ multiple choice questions and do not normally re明治

written work at the discourse level仕omthe examinees, probably due to the issue of 

practicality-n創nely,the difficulty in ensuring the objectivity in marking白eiranswers. 百1e

questions on the National Center Tests, for example，町eall based on the multiple-choice type 

and computers are used for marking them. However, in real-life situations, the skill of writing 

coherently at the discourse level is often more important, because, in writing, accuracy in出e

use of words, phr鎚 esand sen飴ncesalone 1s not su節cient,as pointed out by Hirata (2008) and 

Richards (1990). From this point of view, it must be said that the textbooks adopted in senior 

high schools do not really deal with this鎚 P郎tof written communication. 

On the other hand, the fact can be positively evaluated由民 unlikemost of也eactivity 

items in the旬：xtbooksfor junior high schools, the activity items requiring written output at伽

discourse level in senior high school textbooks are not putting too many restrictions on the 

students’output,鎚 isusually由ecase with CL T・basedmaterials (Harmer, 2001 ). 

5. Conclusions 

5.1 Summa，砂andrecommendations 

The resulぉofthe analysis showed th剖 thetextbooks contained a number of limitations in the 

input and output of activities, which may be summarized as follows: (I) A limited number of 

inpu臼 inspoken forms; (2) A limited number of inputs at the written discourse level; (3) A 

limited number of essential visual cues; (4) A limited number of outputs in spoken forms; (5) A 

limited number of ou刷 tsat白ewritten discourse level. As for由elimiぬtions(1）ー（3），也e

recommendation here is s加plyfor textbook writers to improve the balance between these 

activity items and other forms of input. However, it may not be so easy to increase the number 

of inputs in spoken forms and written inputs at the discourse level, because such increases will 

en也ila heavy burden on textbook developers in terms of co針sas well as efforts. Given that 

白eyhave to produce textbooks withm a certain price r組 geenforced by the Ministry’s 

regulations (Wakabayashi, 1994), implementing these changes may not be feasible under the 

present system of textbook production. Therefore, in order to make it possible, the present 

system of producing textbooks needs to be re-examined and the government should provide 

more subsidies to the production of textbooks. These suggestions may not be so far，・fetched,

considering the fact由民 accordingto newspaper reports, the Meeting on Education Rebuilding 

(active: September 2007-January 31, 2008, under the first Abe Administration) recommended 

doubling the pages of English textbooks (e.g., The Sankei Shimbun, December 19, 2008) and 
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that, following such recommendations, the Ministry of Education finally decided to relax its 

control on the number of pages for textbooks to be used in senior high schools ( e.g., The Asahi 

Shimbun, August 8, 2009). Thus, if the government decides to increase its support for textbook 

production, it will be possible for textbook publishing companies to increase the amount of 

written discourse in their textbooks. It may also be possible for them to a悦achto their 

textbooks audio-materials for listening pu叩oses,as suggested by Otake (1993), Shimoda ( 1993), 

and Tsuchiya ( 1982), and such materials are already available in many of the ELT materials 

published on the international market (e.g., Craven, 2008; Hutchinson, 2007). 

Compared with the efforts to increase inputs in spoken forms and inputs at the discourse 

level, it will probably be easier to increase the number of visual cues which are essential in 

completing activities. Given the fact that a number of visual cues contained in the textbooks 

are not being properly used (Yamruηoto, 1992), all textbook developers need to do is to design 

some appropriate activities based on these visual cues, as shown in the following activi貯．

Quiz Prominence: 

How are theれ'NOpictures di妊'erent?

Talk about any di百'erencesyou find. 

(Prominence English I, 2006: 121) 

These nvo pictures can be interpreted differently by different learners and thus create 

desirable information gaps easily (Wright, 1989; Yamamoto, 1992). As with the example of 

interpretation tasks (Nitta & Gardner, 2005), activities such as this one will provide students 

with opportunities to use language for communication with their classmates. 

With regard to the limitations (4) and (5), given that, unlike the case of inputs, ou中utswill 

not be limited by issues such as the volume of textbooks, the basic recommendation for textbook 

producers is simply to increase activities involving spoken fonns of o吻 utsand discourse-level 

outp凶 inwritten forms. As one way to increase discourse-level outputs, it may be an id悶 to

provide a list of topics for speaking or writing，合omwhich則 de略 canchoose some which出ey

would like to take up and present it in class in the form of discussions in pairs/groups or submit it 

to the teacher as part of their writing assignments. The reason for making these activities 

optional rather than mandatory is because, if all these discourse-level activities are to be evaluated 
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by one teache巳itwill impose a huge burden on him/her. Such a burden will eventually make 由e

activities less practical, given曲et伺 chers’air，回dyheavy workload (Wakabayashi, 1983). 

In relation to this issue, it may be important for白eMinis町 ofEducation to re-examine its 

strict con甘olon the vocabulary in textbooks. It is assumed由at白eMinistrγs vocabulary 

control on textbooks is intended to prevent higher institutions like universities合omusing 

relatively less合equentlyused words in their entrance examinations, so白紙由e坑uden包 can

focus on由efull use of the more basic vocabulary for communication. However, excessive 

control on vocabu加ysuch郎自eone in甘oducedby the courses of蜘 dyfor bo曲 juniorand 

senior high schools (1998, 1999) is likely to limit the potential for developing the students' 

communication skills (Hirata, 2008), which needs to be avoided at飢 ycost. 

5.2 Lim,仰・tionsof the present study and総／uturegoals 

As with other studies, this research su偽間企omseveral limitations. First, due to time 

cons甘ainぉ，由estudy evaluated only four of出ethir句r・five“EnglishI”textbooks in senior high 

schools in Japan. This suggests白創出erese釘・chcannot claim to cover all English textbooks 

adopted in all schools. Second, only one researcher evalua旬dthe textbooks, which might 

indicate白紙 theresults of the investigation may be less reliable compared to when more由m

one researchers釘einvolved in the evaluation. Third, the study did not examine the quality of 

output expec・旬dof learners, suchぉ vocabularyand g創nm釘 itemsused and the mental 

operations involved ( e.g., applying general knowledge, negotiating) along with the question of 

whether it is closed-ended or open-ended. Given白紙 thesecriteria釘eclosely related to the 

characteristic features of CL T, such de也iledanalyses, if conducted, will o偽 rmuch deeper 

insights into由enature of output expected of and achieved by the students using the English 

textbooks adopted in the Japanese school context. 

In spite of these limitations, however, it is hoped that this study will contribute to giving a 

sufficient amount of insights into the type of input and output requirements in activity exercises 

to be contained in English textbooks. The recommendations made in this research will be of 

use in providing a starting point for further discussion on the development of materials which 

will help enhance our students' communication skills. 
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